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RINL always gives impetus for safety: Sri P Madhusudan, CMD
Sri P Madhusudan, CMD,RINL said that RINL has always been giving prime importance and emphasis to
safe work culture and safety consciousness among the employees. The CISF, particularly the Fire Wing is
playing a vital role in protecting and guarding the plant, safety and security of the organization and
commended their relentless efforts and safety measures in this regard, he said.
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He made this observation, while participating as the chief guest at the valedictory of "Fire Service Week
(April 14th-20th)" organized by CISF Fire Wing today in Ukkunagaram. Speaking on the occasion, Sri
Madhusudan said that dealing with fire and mitigating the fire incidents is one of the major challenges in
the industries and the CISF Fire Wing in VSP is doing their best services in protecting the plant and its
neighborhood. Ignorance is one of the main reason for the fire incidents and he complimented the Fire
Wing for creating an awareness on the causes of fire during the week long activities. Earlier, Sri
Madhusudan witnessed an "Aerial Salute" accorded by the CISF Fire Wing for the first time. He also
released a book on "Fire Prevention & Protection in your hands" brought out by CISF. In his welcome
address, Sri Irfan Ahmad, Commandant, CISF detailed the activities and the safety measures being
undertaken by the CISF Fire Wing. He thanked the management of RINL for their continuous support and
proving required latest gadgets to the CISF. He said that VSP CISF Fire Wing is one of the most modern
fire fighting unit equipped with latest gadgets in the city. Sri PC Mohapatra, Director (Projects), Sri P
Raychaudhury, Director (Commercial), Sri PK Rath, Director (Operations), Executive Directors and senior
officials, trade unions were present on the occasion. Sri AK Verma, Deputy Commandant, CISF Fire Wing
presented annual report of Fire Wing on the occasion. Later, CMD and the dignitaries distributed prizes to

the winners of various competitions conducted for the school children, employees and house wives of
CISF. Large number of employees, children, CISF fraternity participated.
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